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Note: Your privacy guard was shipped in hibernation mode to preserve 
the battery. Before using the first time, connect device to a power source 
for at least 1 minute. We recommend fully charging the privacy guard 
before using, as the battery may be partially depleted.

Quick Start [Guide]



[ C A S E ]

Inserting your iPhone 6/6s

1.    Raise the hood by   
holding the case  
in one hand. Using 
 the other hand,  
place your thumb  
on the front and  
your forefinger on  
the back of the  
hood and gently lift.

2.  Align and press  
 the bottom of  
 the phone into  
 the case about  
 ¼ inch above  
 the Lightning  
 connector.

3.   Keeping the bottom  
of the phone flush   
against the case,   
gently slide the  
phone down onto the 
Lightning connector –  
press firmly from the 
top of the phone to  
ensure the phone 
is seated.

4.   Push on the top front   
portion of the phone   
so that it rotates back  
 fully into the case.

5.   Lower the hood by   
pushing down on  
 the top of it.

[ C O M P O N E N T S ]

This sophisticated device is designed to protect you 
from surve illance and location tracking, yet the  

components are simple to identify and use.

Hood

Button

Access window

Lightning
connector
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Remove screen protectors and protective cases before 
inserting your iPhone into the Privacy Guard case. 



[ C O V E R ]

Securing the cover

With the hood 
down, slide 
the cover over 
the case until 
you fee iit lock 
into place.

Activating/deactivating audio protection

Audio masking  
can be activated  
or deactivated  
with the cover on  
or off, by pressing  
the button. When  
the cover is on, 
press the button 
through the  
access window. 

The other side of the  
reversible cover does 
not have an access 
window - cover button 
with this side to 
prevent accidental  
access to the button.

[ C A S E ]

How it works

HOOD DOWN  

(and power off) 
 Camera/video protection is active,  

audio masking protection is off

BUTTON  

Pressing button activates audio masking protection

1.   Press and hold button   
for 3 seconds to   
activate. A white  
light will come on,  
indicating that audio   
masking has been   
activated.

2.   Additional quick   
presses of the button   
will rotate through   
3 brightness modes.

HOOD DOWN  

(and power on) 
Microphone & camera/video protection is active

front back

HOOD UP  

 Microphone & camera/video protection is deactivated

front back
[Access camera,  

make calls, use Siri]
[Access camera –  
through window]



[ C O V E R  +  C A S E ]

Removing the cover 

1.   Put one hand around   
the cover. With the   
other hand, grip the   
bottom of the case  
 at each side.

2.   Pull the cover   
 up and off.

Removing iPhone 6/6s from the case

1.   Raise the hood.

2.   Place your 
index finger 
on the back 
of the phone  
(near the camera 
lens) and gently  
 press forward.

3.    Pull the phone off 
the case. Lightning 
connector and out 
of the case.

[ C O V E R ]

How it works

COVER SECURELY IN  PLACE  

Location tracking/radio frequency protection on

This gives you full protection from location tracking 
and radio frequency hacking (via cell tower,  

Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS) regardless of whether or not 
you have activated audio protection. 

Camera/video protections are automatic when the 
cover is on because the hood is in the down position. 

Important: Inside the cover are tiny metal, gold-plated  
“fingers” that are essential for full protection. Take  
extreme care not to bend or damage these fingers.
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[ C A R E  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E ]

To ensure maximum performance and prevent  
damage to your privacy guard, keep the case and 

cover away from food, water and debris.  

Should the gold-plated fingers on the interior  
of the cover become dirty, use a soft dry cloth and  

gently wipe the fingers toward the center of  
the cover, being cautious not to catch, break or  

bend the fingers on the return stroke. 

When the cover is not on the case, leave the  
opening face-down to minimize the risk of debris  

falling into the cover and onto the fingers. To clean 
the exterior of the cover and case, use a damp  
cloth or non-astringent cleaners. Do not spray  

or saturate the case or cover in liquid.

[ C O N T A C T  A N D  W A R R A N T Y  I N F O R M A T I O N ]

Visit Privoro.com or call 1-844-PRI-VORO  
(1-844-774-8676) for assistance and information  

on Privoro’s one-year limited warranty.

The indicator light on the button is designed  
to advise you when audio masking is on or off  

and the status of the battery level. Below is a guide  
to the different light combinations.

Testing 
Audio
Protection

Testing 
RF Protection

[ P R I V O R O  A P P ]

Download the Privoro app from the Apple  
App Store to monitor your privacy guard’s  

performance in real time. 

SOLID WHITE LIGHT = audio masking is ON  
and battery level remaining is greater than 15%

ALTERNATING WHITE/RED = audio masking  
is ON and battery level remaining is less than 15%

When connected to a USB power source  
(case is charging)
ALTERNATING WHITE/AMBER = audio masking  
is ON and the battery level is less than 95%

ALTERNATING WHITE/GREEN = audio masking  
is ON and the battery level is greater than 95%

SOLID AMBER = audio masking is off and battery 
level is less than 95%

SOLID GREEN LIGHT = audio masking is off and 
the battery level is greater than 95%

Note: When the case is first connected to a USB power 
source a green light will flash three times, indicating that 
the battery is now out of hibernation mode (the mode it 
is shipped in). This is a one-time occurrence.


